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Week 0

Title: Pencil Mapping (In-class Exercise)

Date: 8 January 2022

Usually when I draw with my favorite Tombow pencil in silence, I fall in absolute

peace and enjoyment. But today was a bit different. I think that's because after the

lecture on pencil manufacturing and its chemical substances, my mind was drawn to all

the pieces of information in relation to this wooden piece in my hand. It was the exact

type of pencil that I held since middle school, and yet, it seemed so strange and

different.  For the class exercise, I decided to draw everything that stood out to me

during the lecture and watch different videos.
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Week 1

Title: Hexagon

Date: 10 January 2022

During our first class lecture, we learned about the pencil and its shape as well as

the substances that make up the pencil. In the end, we watched the process of pencil

making which was interesting, but also it alerted us about the excessive amount of

pencil manufacturing. After class, one aspect that resonated with me the most was a

hexagon. I was never aware that shapes can contribute to different species’ living and

how this knowledge was adapted by humans into different materials that we use in our

daily lives. My fascination with hexagon shapes in nature leads me to further research

on the shape’s use.

There are many reasons why a hexagon is the most ideal shape to be found in

our environment. According to “The Significance of Hexagon”, the hexagon is an ideal

shape that minimizes any wasted spaces because of its 120- degree angles. Also, “Why

Nature Prefers Hexagons” explains how when you “pack together cells [...] so that they

fill all of a flat plane [...] only three regular shapes will work: equilateral triangles, square,

and hexagons.” This is why different animals and insects evolved to have the hexagon

shape as part of their quality.

Hexagons are also found in living creatures. The well-known creatures are

dragonflies with their eyes covered by equal hexagon lenses. “The Hexagon Shape and

Why It Shows Up so Much in Nature” explains how these lenses are connected to retinal
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cells, allowing them to have the best color vision compared to any known animals on

Earth. Even humans only have a trichromatic vision which allows them to see colors in

red, blue, and green. Many dragonfly species have more than at least 11 visual opsins

and at most hit up to 30. They have evolved well to have strong features that will help

them in the survival game.

Not only do species adapt to having these shapes as part of them, but also lands

like the Giant’s Causeway in Northern Ireland have a hexagon pattern throughout their

land. The physicist Stephen Morris explains how the cooling of lava “leaves behind a

crack network which evolves into an almost hexagonal arrangement.” It’s interesting
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how the liquid flows in a certain way and creates the most beneficial shape for utilizing

space.

Another nonliving part of nature that forms a hexagonal shape is a snowflake.

Two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen create water molecules, and when six of these

molecules gather together, they make identical hexagon shapes that are visible in

snowflakes. It is truly beautiful how chemically these atoms gather and lead to nature's

favored shape. When I was little, I remember being amazed by examining the

snowflakes piled on the car window. I still clearly remember how the snowflakes had

different line arrangements. After researching, now I know that those snowflakes that

were covering the ground and my car were individually making their hexagonal shapes.
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With all these pieces of data that examine and emphasize the usefulness of

hexagons, humans created different products in a hexagon shape for many benefits.

More hexagons can be found in human-made products like nuts and bolt heads.

Humans made the edge of the bolt this way because the right amount of roundness and

degree allows it to be easily gripped and adjusted. This is why even though the design

of nuts and bolt heads are very old, we still use the same shaped nuts to assemble

furniture and to make different objects. After examining closely and learning how they

are found in real life, I feel like I'm more aware of different objects’ shapes that I use
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daily and why designers designed the objects in a certain shape for its users.
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Week 2

Title: GM Crops and Corns

Date: 16 January 2022

Part 1:

After this week’s exciting class on bread, the topic that I wanted to explore further

was GM technology and GMO crops, specifically in relation to corn. I’ll  talk about GMO

and its background information first, and then move on to its relationship to corn.

First, GMO means “genetically modified organism'', and it is the term used to

refer to plants, animals, or microorganisms that had their DNA modified. In the 1990s,
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the very first Genetically Modified crop technology emerged for commercial purposes.

Ever since then, there have been many debates and researches surrounding its influence

on the environment as well as the consumers.

GM technology is popular among farmers since it provides many benefits: GMO

crops that are tolerant to herbicides, insect damage, and plant viruses. Some examples

of GMO crops include rainbow papaya, cotton, potato, summer squash, canola, apple,

and sugar beet.

Luckily, GMO crops are thoroughly assessed by regulatory agencies like the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),

and the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and are therefore safe for consumption.

Also, although approximately 95% of animals eat GMO crops, there is no result that

shows a health difference between GMO crop fed and non-GMO crop fed animals.
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An Image from “GMO Crops, Animal Food, and Beyond”, FDA

Moreover, even though the impact of GM crops on the environment is still

debated, it is proven that GM crops have many positive effects on the environment.

First, according to “Pocket K No.4: GM Crops and the Environment”, “technology has

reduced pesticide spraying by 671.2 million kg and has reduced environmental footprint

associated with pecidie use by 18.4%.” GM technology produces GM crops that are

stronger against viruses and outside forces, leading to the positive result in both

numbers and freshness. The use of herbicides known as the weedkillers becomes

avoidable. Another benefit is that crops that we use everyday like corn, wheat, and rice,
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have higher needs. Without GM technology, the high needs wouldn’t have been satisfied

in any way.

Figure 1: Crossing for Kernels (Photo courtesy of John Doebley)

Now, specific to corn, there are several debates on benefits and risks surrounding

corn and its environment. According to “Genetically Modified Corn - Environmental

Benefits and Risks”, Bacillus Thuringiensis, or a soil bacterium, produces crystal protein

toxins that kill larval caterpillars. The practice of Bt is claimed to be safe to humans,

mammals, and other insects. However, the United States Environmental Protection

Agency (EPA) claims that lands with Bt-corn will build up toxins overtime. They require
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that “20% of Bt field areas be planted to non-Bt corn to avoid such pressures.” Also,

“since 1987, over 9,000 United States Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service

(APHIS) permits have been issued to field-test GM crops … corn is the most tested

plant.” The GM corn starch is so heavily used in 70% of the processed food that despite

all the concerns, farmers still produce Bt-corn with fewer costs for greater economic

benefits.

Part 2:

I don’t have any oven to bake bread, so I’ve decided to buy bread and examine it. I

got Trader Joe's 98% fat free sourdough made of wheat. Seeing the nutrition label, I’ve

noticed how the ingredients include wheat flour, sourdough starter (wheat flour, water),

niacin, Thiamin Mononitrate, Riboflavin Folic Acid, cracked wheat, salt, reduced Iron, and

malted barley flour.
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Upon inspecting the bread surfaces, I’ve noticed how there are many air

bubbles. Just like the lecture that told us that eating bread is like eating air. The

bubbles have different shapes and sizes but these diverse air bubbles are what

makes the bread glutinous and delicious.
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Also, the crust of the bread is smoother. The bread that I purchased had cracked

wheat and small pieces of grains sprinkled onto these crusts. Running my finger

through the crush was smoother and easier than the side surface of the bread.

While watching the lecture and bread related videos, I wanted to try squishing the

bread to see how much air is within the bread. I also had another type of bread which is

easier than sourdough to press, so I conducted my mini experiment using both of the

breads.

After rolling them, I’ve realized how my breads aren’t soft and airy enough to be

completely pressed flat. However, as I was forcing pressure upon them, I examined the

air bubbles tightening. Also, ripping them into pieces felt different for each bread. The
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sourdough felt rough and tighter than the grain & seed bread because of its different

ingredients, making process, and fermentation. Overall, this was a very fun examination

and experimentation on bread, learning different ingredients, as well as the process

behind bread creation.
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Week 3

Title: Kombucha, Kimchi, and Fermentation

Date: 23 January 2022

This week, we began our class discussing probiotics and moved on to talk about

gut microbiomes. The lecture discussed the importance of the human microbiome and

how these are necessary for our health. It was also interesting how different

microbiomes shape our health as a baby and educate our immune cells. The lecture

also explained how antibiotics, c-section, and cleanness limit important microbiomes.

This information made me think of all the crucial microbiomes that I might be missing

as a c-section born by being overweight. Also, TC's article about couples sharing

microbiomes was very fun to read because now I know that my roommates or my family

members share similar microbiomes with me.

For my research, I wanted to focus on kimchi. Understanding how my diet and

environment create my microbiome, as a Korean, I know a fermented food like kimchi

has a greater impact on me than a kombucha. Kimchi is a Korean food made out of

pepper paste, cabbage, garlic, radish, green onion, fish sauce, salt, sugar, etc.

Before talking about kimchi, I looked more into lactic acid fermentation. Broadly

speaking, “fermentation is anaerobic metabolism: the conversion of nutrients to energy

in the absence of oxygen” (Chin). Fungi, enzymes, and fermenting bacteria all play

crucial roles in the process. “Lactic acid bacteria are acid and salt-tolerant bacteria that

digest simple carbohydrates to produce lactic acid…”(Chin), transforming any sweet

simple carbohydrates into sour acid.
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The science behind kimchi fermentation also starts with adding salt to cabbage,

causing osmosis in cells. Osmosis is when water molecules diffuse from higher to

lower concentrations through a semipermeable membrane. This movement causes the

cell structure to collapse and make the cabbage ready to transform into kimchi.

Cabbage is full of Lactobacillus (lactic acid bacteria) to enhance the flavor of kimchi.

After washing the salt off the cabbage, you add different seasonings consisting of

vegetables and spices. Connecting back to some probiotic learnings, in Korea, probiotic

supplements are limited to a total of 19 different types. Although kimchi is known to

have healthy substances inside them, the microbiomes within well-fermented kimchi

and probiotics aren’t the same. Specifically, the kimchi microbiome is dominated by

members of three genera: Leuconostoc, Lactobacillus, and Weossella. Then, I found a

method of preserving most probiotics within kimchi from a Korean food blog. This

kimchi probiotic is a way of multiplying lactobacillus inside the kimchi as long as

possible:

For ingredients, you will need spinach, brown rice, barley, and kimchi juice. The ratio of

spinach, brown rice, and barley is 1:1:1.

First, drain out all the kimchi juice into a container.

Second, take out frozen spinach and grind it in a mixer.

Third, grind brown rice as well as barley.

Fourth, pour all the grounded powder into a container.
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Fifth, add kimchi juice, just 50% of all ground powder.

Sixth, leave the mixture for seven days at 35 to 40 degrees celsius.

Now you have your kimchi probiotics! You can use this when making your kimchi by

simply pouring it over your seasoned kimchi.

Also, I’ve learned that different vegetables, seasonings, and seafood that go

inside kimchi change the variety of microbiomes. This is interesting because I

remember my neighbor putting an oyster in their kimchi seasoning while other families

followed their recipe. These different ingredients probably shaped their gut

microbiomes differently from my family’s microbiomes.

Part 2:

I made my kombucha using a SCOBY kit. My SCOBY pack came late, so this

journal doesn’t include the finalized kombucha, but I still have my process recorded. I

went to the grocery store to get sugar, cloth, some rubber bands, and a glass jar. The

only jar I could find fit 2-3 liters of liquid in total, so I ¼ all the measurements on the

instruction and followed in accordingly.
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I sanitized the jar by pouring boiling water into it and rinsing it off after some

time. Then, I boiled water and brewed some black tea. I added sugar to make a sweet

tea and poured cold water. I left the mixture to cool down at room temperature and

added a SCOBY pack at the end.
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I don’t have any fermentation progress photos yet, but I’m excited to see the changes

over the next week.
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Week 4

Title: Plastic in feminine Products

Date: 29 January 2022

For this week’s lecture, we focused on plastic and started thinking about possible

solutions to minimize unnecessary use of the material. We were informed that plastic

changed from celluloid to a less flammable substance like polystyrene that we use

today, and how after the WWⅡ, the “injection molding” made plastic became more

accessible to people. It became a material for packaging. I was surprised to also find

out how animals and plants contain plastic within them. The video that dissected a fish

and a bird and dug out plastic pieces made me in shock of how human made things are

affecting everything on this planet. It was also interesting to hear the professor's input

on her plastic wrapped salad and how the substance went inside the salad and kept it

“fresh” for months. We also watched a video on the Infinity Burial Project where

mushrooms are used to decompose and clean toxins in bodies and eventually, formed a

Decompiculture society of accepting death as us being part of the ecosystem. I thought

of the connection between this mushroom project and plastic. How the advancement of

medicine and materials like plastic keeps us further and further away from realizing that

we are prone to die and decompose in nature. I wanted to research more on

composable substances. That can possibly provide alternatives to plastic and also

bring benefits to people.
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I went on Arts Electronica Archiv and came upon a project called Future Flora.

This project reflects back onto week 3 on microbiomes, and how different microbiomes

shape our health and immune system. The creator invented wearable probiotics,

especially for women to prevent vaginal infection. I was drawn into this project as a

woman but also because this project centers around understanding our own body and

its relation to nature. The lactobacillus bacteria on this pad creates an ideal living

environment for Candida Albicans, the living culture of probiotics. Then, I wanted to

explore possible alternatives and solutions to plastic made feminine products. I want to

find the most beneficial one to the environment, and even possibly come up with more

ideas to reduce plastic usage.

As females, we use feminine products like pads, cups, tampons, etc each month.

“Pads are made of up to 90% plastic… a pack of menstrual pads is equivalent to 4

plastic bags. The rest of a pad is made from wood pulp, and tampons are cotton, rayon,

or a combination” (Friends of the Earth). They are also individually packed in plastic.

Although we hear a lot about plastic bottles and straws, not much attention is on these

feminine products. They are adding largely to the “plastic epidemic” today. Not only the

product itself, but incorrect disposal of these items causes pollution. The pads and

tampons end up on the beach and underwater, harming the environment and the

species that exist. “Microplastics are defined as pieces smaller than 5mm”, and these

come from “cosmetics (primary microplastics)” and “larger plastic items or washing of
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synthetic fabrics (secondary microplastics).”

The alternative option that is friendlier to the environment would be to use a

menstrual cup, cloth menstrual pad, period underwear, and menstrual sponge. There are

inventions like biodegradable tampons too. These items are reusable unlike regular

pads and tampons. I found some companies that produce plastic free products: Wuka,

TOTM, Thinx, Natracare, and Lola etc. However, some menstrual cups also contain

some plastics, and many period underwear does have polyester which makes them

waterproof. I know that with different reusable products, there’s always concern with

sanitary and health issues. That made me imagine the Future Flora project being

applied to creating the pads and menstrual cups. I’m not sure how effective or possible

this imagination would be, but I thought it would be cool if the Flora Project could be

further developed into different feminine products.
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Week 5

Title: Chinese Zodiac Animals and factory Farming

Date: 4 February 2022

Chinese Zodiac Animals in Relations to Pollution

This week, we had a Hox Zodiac event and talked about 12 different animals on

the Zodiac sign. One thing that stood out to me the most during the event was all the

poems and foods that the diversity of artists brought to share with us. It was fascinating

how different people incorporated their culture and background into the offering to the

tiger. Also, the lab organs and muscles were fascinating, and I was amazed to see how

real they looked.

After learning about these animals, my attention tilted towards topics concerning

animal mistreatment, pollution, and inhumane farming. Recently from my film class, we

watched a documentary surrounding food production. There, one aspect that put me

under disgust was all the inhumane farming methods as well as the abuse of both

animals and employees at the meat slaughterhouse. The documentary talked about a

case of E Coli contamination through processed meat that resulted in the deaths of little

children. I thought this film had an excellent relation to different food and environmental

issues that we are learning in this class from week two on bread and GMO to now about

animals. I wanted to further explore this for my future research project idea which is

creating an application prototype that provides all companies and farming information

of foods by scanning their barcodes. I got this idea from Myfitnesspal which is a diet
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tracking application that I use for my health and fitness goals. It also has features of

scanning or entering in barcode numbers to provide nutrition information. Differently, my

application will focus on whether the product is organic, animals are raised in which

condition, and whether a pesticide is used or the product is genetically modified. The

main goal of this application is to help consumers realize that every food choice that

they make at the market affects not only the companies and markets but also the

animals and the environment as a whole. Hopefully, it also helps to raise awareness

about how consumers purchasing organic products allow ethical farmers to expand

their products on the aisle instead of big and unethical production companies. I’m

imagining a separate news feed page that addresses different food and industry news

and articles as well as another page for the entire community to rate products and write

reviews to share additional information. It will be great feedback to give to farmers and

food manufacturing companies.

Out of 12 zodiac animals, 3 are cruelly raised at factory farms: cows, pigs, and

chickens. I remember a week two lecture talking about corn and how frequently they are

used in many products. Animals are forced to eat corn for extra weight gain. Chickens

and Cows grow so much to the point where their limbs can’t support their body. They

hardly even take a few steps until they collapse to the ground. According to “Factory

Farming: What It Is And Why It’s a Problem,” factory farming is also referred to as CAFOs

or Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations that use “modern industrial method of

raising farm animals.”
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Chickens are debeaked because they peak things and each other at least 14,000

times a day. Cows’ and Pigs’ tails are docked because they bite others' and can cause

infections. All of these animals are raised indoors with awful air quality and almost no

light with their feet emerged into body waste full of bacteria and diseases. “As of 2020,

there are roughly 1.6 billion animals confined within the 25,000 factory farms spread

across the United States” (THL). The farming method affects the environment where

water and air around the farm can be easily polluted. These animals impact consumers’

health too: “The Food and Water Watch report details air pollution from broiler farms

since chicken manure contains toxins such as ammonia, which causes respiratory
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irritation and is linked to lung disease” (THL). The workers at meatpacking factories are

struggling because most are low-income and undocumented immigrants that are easily

replaceable. The Covid-19 pandemic made their works “essential” by the government,

making them work forcefully and leading to many deaths.

broiler-shed-avara-2_50370933183_o-connor-jackson.jpg

It’s so sad to see how wrong farming and production lead to environmental pollution,

human diseases, and animal abuse. It’s also shocking to realize how every issue is

interconnected with each other affecting everything today.

https://images.ctfassets.net/ww1ie0z745y7/1YdAa2dc7dYoTjtOXSCqjZ/2326eb48a856337d469700f161e22cf1/broiler-shed-avara-2_50370933183_o-connor-jackson.jpg
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Week 6

Title: Exploring Campus!

Date: 13 February 2022

This week, we had a great opportunity in class to explore different parts of

campus and immerse ourselves in our surroundings. I always hurry to classes every

morning but this day was when I got to look at the sky and enjoy walking around

campus. I walk every day after all my classes but having the class time to take a walk

got extra cardio in for me. Serena, Sophie, and I went as a group. We first walked across

the flag pole to the Boelter Hall. We got confused on our way so Serena searched all the

locations on the Google map for us. I’ve realized how much I don’t know about the other

side of the campus. When we walked inside Boleter, I saw an architecture model of the

building which was cool to examine.
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Then, we went to the Birthplace of the Internet located on the third floor of the

building. The door was locked and the room had light green walls. There was a desk and

a machine that seemed very vintage and aesthetic. I never knew this place existed and I

enjoyed reading the names of the Donors next to the room.
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Next, we went to the Mathematical Science Building through a mini tunnel. We

got on an elevator that had a very old-looking ventilator on the ceiling. When we got to

the seventh floor, I automatically noticed a weather poster and a machine that seemed

to show the wind’s mph. The machine was a graphite color with bright green numbers

which reminded me of science fiction movies.
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Walking past the Atmospheric & Ocean Sciences Administration Office, I spotted many

colorful trash bags placed inside trash bins. This reminded me of the lecture on plastics

and got me wondering how much total plastic trash that bruins produce at UCLA.
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We also went to the eighth floor to see a dom-looking building. We couldn’t go inside it,

but we got a good peek at the rooftop and the sky.

Next, we headed to the Geology building across from the Boelter Hall to see the

Meteorite Gallery. The hallway had so many different irons and elements that caught my

attention. The colors of these rocks were gorgeous to see. There was a classroom open

with a bunch of rocks laying around. The class seemed like they were examining types

of rocks. The meteorite gallery had pallasites that caught my attention. The surface of it

was so beautiful. Lastly, we went to the Botanical Garden to see different plants and

trees. It was a nice break from all the cars and tall buildings. The walk made me link

everything back to the carbon lecture. On our way back, we went to the Music building

and heard talented students playing instruments. Serena and I both recorded parts of

the song.
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During our last lecture, we had an opportunity to hear about Alien Star Dust. The

online meditation video was such a cool and immersive experience. It made me feel like

I was floating in space as a tiny particle. The augmented reality page that displays

different AR versions of meteorites is exciting to see. I like how there is an app that

explains these meteorites as well as the fun SnapChat lenses. Unfortunately, I don't use

Snapchat and couldn't try them out, but I still enjoyed looking through the website.

These cool features make the project more engaging and interactive. I love anything

related to space. I own collections of magazines that talk about space, stars, and time,

so this entire website is such a mind blowing experience for me.
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Week 7

Title: Space and Plasma

Date: 20 February 2022

Part 1:

Over the past seven weeks, my interest is fixed on gut microbiomes and how they

contribute greatly to our health. Sophie and I decided to work together for the final

project because her topic of interest is micro plastic and we thought it would be cool to

create a project that discusses the effects of micro plastic in our gut microbiomes. I

know from a previous lecture that the gut microbiome is everything from mouth to the

exit, including bacteria, fungi, viruses, and cells. Also, gut microbiomes not only affect

our physical health, but they also influence our mental well beings. This microbiome is

formed in the mother's womb and through what we consume. According to different gut

studies, it is proven that unhealthy eating habits prevent healthy nutrition absorption.

Eating poorly can also alter the composition of the gut microbiome, stopping the body

from breaking down necessary nutrients. Since our food is polluted with plastic, what

we eat makes who we are always involves the discussion of plastics.

In relation to this week’s topic about plasma, dust, and space, my curiosity arose.

Aside from plastics, I wonder if being in space changes astronauts' microbiomes.

According to “The Challenge of Maintaining a Healthy Microbiome During a

Long-Duration Space Mission” by Dr. Alexander A. Vorhies and Dr. Hernan A. Lorenzi, on

spacecraft, food and the environment is perfectly free of microbial content. This puts
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them at risk of losing diverse microbiomes. As we all know, loss of diversity in

microbiomes make people more prone to diseases. The research mentions past study

with Apollo astronauts where each members’ before, during, and after microbiomes

were sampled and inspected through microscopy and biochemical assays. Later, the

Skylab found that the astronauts’ immune system went down. “While overall

gastrointestinal (GI) microbial counts went up, diversity of the GI community went

down…” They also found “an increase in certain pathogens like Serratia Marcescens and

Staphylococcus aureus which were transmitted from each member during the flight. I

quickly searched and learned that Serratia Marcescens is a pathogen that prefers damp

environments like bathrooms, and is found in people with urinary infections or wound

infections. Serratia Marcescens is also a bacteria that is found on skin and causes

severe infections.
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Photo of four spherical MRSA bacteria being enveloped and destroyed by human

white blood cells courtesy of National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases

(NIAID).

https%3A%2F%2Fwww.cedars-sinai.org%2Fnewsroom%2Fbbc-world-service-future

proof-yourselfantibiotics%2F
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Serratia_marcescens.jpg by Benutzer:Brudersohn

I decided to look further into this by referring to more recent research done in

2019 called the “Study of the Impact of Long-Duration Space Missions at the

International Space Station on the astronaut Microbiome.” This study focused on nine

astronauts from six to twelve months in the International Space Station (ISS). The

researchers sampled microbiomes from the subjects’ forehead, forearm, nostrils, and

tongue. Similar to the Apollo study, astronauts had “range of health issues ranging from

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ad/Serratia_marcescens.jpg
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GI distress, respiratory illness, and skin irritations and infections… associated with a

wakening of the immune function.”

I began to wonder what types of microbes are in spacecraft. Interestingly, NASA’s

senior research scientists began the bacteria research in honor of a past scientist. From

eight different space station spots, hundreds of bacterias were found. Out of these

findings, “four strains of bacteria… belong to the Methanobacteriaceae family”

(Strickland). Methyl Rubrum rhodesianum is known but the other three are still in

question.

Part 2:
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Touching the scoby was such a fun experience. I was fascinated by how the

newly growing scoby resembled octopus tentacles. I was expecting scoby to be fragile

but it was surprisingly firm and smooth on the surface. It was my first time drinking

kombucha and I was a bit hesitant because the smell of the scoby in the jar was so

sour. But I realized that the drink mixed with pineapple juice is delicious. I got scared for no

reason.

Dust hunting with a magnet was really exciting too. I went to the mathematical

and science building rooftop to collect samples. I liked how star dust made clicking

sounds as it got pulled by the magnet. The dusts that Serena collected were my favorite

to examine because she had a big sample and they all danced along the magnets. The

star dusts were pulled vertically and moved like waves.
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Lastly, the opportunity to visit the Plasma Lab was truly amazing. On our way to

the room, I noticed cool paintings and diagrams on the wall. The glowing fish inside the

fish tank was fascinating to see too. I was staring at the sparks of light moving through

the machine the entire time. I still can’t get over the fact that the lab uses more

electricity than the entire Westwood
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Week 8

Title: CNSI!

Date: 27 February 2022

Part 1:

This week, we visited California NanoSystems Institute on the South campus. We

waited for some time in front of the building, and Sam arrived to allow us inside the

institute. We were first introduced to Scanning Electron Microscope in a small room with

green light. It was interesting how the microscope is used for examining the

arrangement of materials in the tiniest scale. I honestly wouldn’t even have realized that

the machine was a microscope if Sam didn’t tell us. The machine had a completely

different physical appearance than what I expected in the beginning which I found
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fascinating. I was way to used to the microscopes that students use in high school

classes and realized how more advanced and complex microscopes are needed to

examine on nanometer scale. Then, we entered the next room which had a huge

steampunk style machine placed in the middle. My first impression was astonishment

because the machine looked so unique. It was made of metal with aluminum foil

surrounding the machine. Sam explained to us how the machine is only a storing house

for the actual microscope itself. He showed us the actual microscope which was a

small rectangular piece of metal with a tiny needle that is used as a point to trace the

surface of materials. He also showed us an element model with a standing structure

that they created utilizing the microscope. He also told us how inside the machine is a

complete vacuum and the aluminum foil is necessary to block all the unnecessary

substances in the air. Later, Sam turned on a computer and presented us with pictures

taken through the tracing using the microscope. The pictures were very detailed and

had the material's specific molecule structure and patterns.
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Part 2:

Sophie, Serena, and I are working on a project as a group. Our topic is on plastic

and ocean biomes, and we will be focusing on how plastic causes pollution in this

environment. This will be created into an educational and fun zine. All three of us

thought that it would be cool to hand make the pages instead of digitally creating them.

This way, we will feel closer with the material that we are researching about and have

the mind and muscle connection for the final project. Also, it will be a great way to reuse

plastic in an artistic way.

Part 3:

The scoby that I got from class didn’t seem very well so I took out my own scoby

that I’ve been keeping since the beginning of the quarter. I took them carefully out from
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the jar and placed them on a plate just during my examination with a microscope. One

scoby grew so thick and big that I was shocked as I placed it onto my plate. The surface

of the thicker one had greenish gray hairlike pieces attached. I took multiple pictures

while using a microscope and realized how the surface seems like skin tissue. No

wonder scoby is used for organ model making. It’s so cool that you can see multiple

layers of this living organism from just looking at its surface.
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Week 9

Title: Topic Map Blog!

Date: 6 March 2022

Part 1:

For this week, I’ve drawn a new diagram connecting the topics we covered in

class. I started with carbon and moved my way down to plastic. Associating trees to

pollution made me think of noise pollution that we’ve covered during the discussion of

ocean biomes. I wrote water and then bread since water is an ingredient for bread. This

linkage allowed my diagram to expand to fungi. I also branched out starch, corn, and

GMO from bread and connected them with the gut microbiome. Remembering how

professor Vesna told us about us all being made of stardust, I linked that with carbon as

well as a vacuum that expanded to scanning electron microscopes. The CNSI tour

taught us that the microscope was stored in a completely vacuumed space.
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Part 2:

Sophie, Serena, and I had another meeting to discuss the project in detail. We had

many ideas and it was hard to narrow them down to one. At first, we were going to

create a sculpture out of plastics, but just like what the professor told us, we were afraid

that the work would turn out to be nothing more than a decorative piece. Instead, we

agreed to create a plastic board game that not only raises awareness of the plastic

trash but also encourages people to recycle in a fun way instead of leaving them feeling

depressed. All three of us have experience creating a structured board game from a

game design studio last quarter, so we thought this would be a great opportunity to
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bring all our skills and interest into one. We are planning on going to the beach during

the week and will collect different rocks, sands, plastics, etc to use them as a medium

for the board game. We will plan out the rules, create different items, manuals, cards,

and other game pieces necessary for the product. The main part of the game would be

to fish out all the plastics at the beach using different tools. The tools will be selected

through dice roll. The game will possibly include recycling and upcycling aspects where

turning in a certain number of plastics will give players winning points. This way, the

game won’t just end from “let’s pick up all the trash” and expand more to realistic ways

of reducing plastic trash. We are imagining the board to look like an island in a circular

shape. The board will include different sea creatures and the manual will have brief

background information about how these species are affected. We will try to focus

more on the rules to bring all aspects related to pollution and how everything is

intertwined. All of us will contribute to rule making and collecting mediums at the

beach. But Sophie will lead us with visual ideas and aesthetics and Serena and I will be

in charge of major research and connecting all topics together. We are very excited for

this project idea because board games are such a strong work of design  to engage,

educate, and encourage anyone of any age.


